SKYPE CONVOS WITH ANI FOREST
[9/13/2013 12:01:59 AM | Edited 12:12:36 AM] Ani Forest: Hi Heather. It is almost time to go and meet Mr Sino. (party)
[9/17/2013 2:42:20 PM] Ani Forest: Hi Heather, we've received the diplomatic letter from mr Sino yesterday. Deryl has sent the email to the provost marshals. Also sent to Ann Bresington to give to the government.

Ani Forest
HeatherAnnTucciJarraf .:


<<< [6:31:43 AM] melanispencer: Hi Heather, hope your are fab and flourishing… Just to let you know, Indo has been delayed for a few weeks, so no rush… but I do have an issue I need to discuss with you urgently. Sino has specially asked me to deal with this matter with you. Let me know when you are free for a casual chat, it will only take a few minute xx
[8:23:18 AM] melanispencer: Sino wants to know if you plan to accept your title of Queen of Africa, and if not, please confirm for us, so that he can make the necessary adjust the records. Thanxxxx
[8:36:10 AM] melanispencer: sorry, meant to say, so 'make the necessary adjustments to the records' :D (hug)
[10:53:22 AM] *** Missed call from melanispencer. ***
[10:54:33 AM] *** New voice message, duration 00:17 ***
[1:03:41 PM] HeatherAnnTucciJarraf .: Have Mr. Sino call or skype me.
[1:04:42 PM] *** Missed call from melanispencer. ***
[1:05:13 PM] melanispencer: He does not use Skype and his English is not that good. But I will pass on the message. Please give me your number
[1:05:14 PM] HeatherAnnTucciJarraf .: I am sitting with children finishing schooling we got behind on due to the relocation to the new site....I am available after they are all in bed
[1:05:24 PM] melanispencer: Great would love to chat
[1:05:42 PM] HeatherAnnTucciJarraf .: +212 620072438 mobile
[1:06:12 PM] HeatherAnnTucciJarraf .: what languages does he speak here?
[1:06:48 PM] melanispencer: An ancient Indonesian dialect
[1:06:58 PM] melanispencer: Even Ani struggles to interpret it
[1:07:17 PM] HeatherAnnTucciJarraf .: My step mom, Bance, has done much work with Indonesia...
[1:07:29 PM] melanispencer: Lovely, I have passed on your number
[1:07:42 PM] HeatherAnnTucciJarraf .: hhhhhmm....and when you speak with him...what do you use to communicate?
[1:07:58 PM] melanispencer: Mr Apriyanto, his assistant
[1:08:10 PM] HeatherAnnTucciJarraf .: and he speaks....what language?
[1:08:21 PM] melanispencer: Will try to get Sino to call you tomorrow if possible
[1:08:52 PM] melanispencer: Mr A speaks English, not to well, but enough to communicate
[1:09:00 PM] HeatherAnnTucciJarraf .: awesome...
[1:09:19 PM] HeatherAnnTucciJarraf .: looking forward...
[1:09:37 PM] melanispencer: for sure xxxx
[1:10:04 PM] melanispencer: Looking forward to it xxx
[1:17:23 PM] HeatherAnnTucciJarraf.: [6:31 AM] melanispencer: <<< Just to let you know, Indo has been delayed for a few weeks, so no rush

[1:17:23 PM] HeatherAnnTucciJarraf.:...In order to perceive a delay, I would have to have some perception of what the dates originally were (chuckle));)*
[1:18:49 PM] melanispencer: LOL, we were meant to go end of Sept, now it is in Oct. The event is just getting bigger and bigger
[1:18:55 PM] melanispencer: \o/
[1:36:17 PM] HeatherAnnTucciJarraf.: [8:23 AM] melanispencer: <<< Sino wants to know if you plan to accept your title of Queen of Africa, and if not, please confirm for us, so that he can make the necessary adjust the records.

[1:36:17 PM] HeatherAnnTucciJarraf.: IN ETERNAL LOVE, GRATITUDE, AND PEACE:

the eternal records are current...and all that IS, BE entered energetically... instantaneously and automatically... :)

I BE and DO what I BE...One.......I consciously choose to BE and DO One....

I am conscious that each and every perceived inbodyment is One.

....I consciously choose not to limit I to any title

....I consciously choose NOT TO experience the result that choice would naturally produce...

....and I consciously DO NOT choose, nor consent to, creating an illusion of limit for any perceived inbodyment of One of being less than or greater than I by me accepting a title or other limit.

all IS One...One IS all....every inbodyment of One is equally valuable and valued equally...I love every inbodyment of One...I
[1:39:20 PM] melanispencer: It is just an honorary title… they are making preparations and need to know. It is a title that has been granted out of honour and respect.
[1:39:42 PM] melanispencer: But I will get Sino to call you
[1:39:49 PM] melanispencer: to explain it
[2:01:20 PM] HeatherAnnTucciJarraf.: have you ever heard the phrase "what do you buy a girl that already has everything??" ;)(heart)
[2:01:34 PM] HeatherAnnTucciJarraf.: I look forward to speaking with him
melanispencer

[9/17/2013 2:48:31 PM] Ani Forest: thank you Heather. are you free to voice right now?
[9/17/2013 2:50:19 PM] HeatherAnnTucciJarraf.: we are NOT operating in a "time continuum" here (chuckle)
[9/17/2013 2:50:30 PM] HeatherAnnTucciJarraf : what time is it where you are?
[9/17/2013 2:53:01 PM] Ani Forest: Mr Sino is very wise and generous man. Did you see how he keeps all the ones that had rejected, removed and resigned in the group still?
[9/17/2013 2:57:10 PM] Ani Forest: Bless him, it says a lot to me. important message in it. it reminds everyone the power and value they have already. he wants us to get on and learn from each other. FOGIVENESS the most powerful tool to draw love from beyond what we think we have and connect us the the ABSOLUTE LOVE (heart)
[9/17/2013 3:03:05 PM] Ani Forest: They are looking at October now for the pre treaty event, which I can give you the details when we get a chance to voice. The ceremony of the treaty event will be in December.
[9/17/2013 3:04:37 PM] HeatherAnnTucciJarraf : thank you Ani...I appreciate the clarifications....

[9/17/2013 3:04:56 PM] Ani Forest: come along to the ceremony if not both. mr Sino has asked me to design the ceremonial costumes to wear for him and all the delegates.

[9/17/2013 3:05:35 PM] HeatherAnnTucciJarraf : I received some data from Mel....not all the data...but the data she wants me to see...and I did (heart)
[9/17/2013 3:05:59 PM] Ani Forest: i have to get the whole details for you Heather
[9/17/2013 3:06:56 PM] HeatherAnnTucciJarraf : there was also this request for clarification that I posed to Mel:

[2:43:29 PM] HeatherAnnTucciJarraf : [1:39 PM] melanispencer: <<< It is a title that has been granted out of honour and respect.
[9/17/2013 3:07:12 PM] Ani Forest: it would be an invitation to the list and who'll attend we won't know until it happens
[9/17/2013 3:08:00 PM] HeatherAnnTucciJarraf : it is not known who the treaty is between or who is executing it?
[9/17/2013 3:08:02 PM] Ani Forest: i see what you mean by that. I think she meant mr Sino
[9/17/2013 3:08:23 PM] HeatherAnnTucciJarraf : I am totally confused now...that is not easy to do (chuckle)
[9/17/2013 3:09:10 PM] Ani Forest: you are already who you want to be
who are the parties to the proposed treaty?


[9/17/2013 3:09:36 PM] Ani Forest: to return the gold to the people
Ani Forest: the gold or the money or the value
Ani Forest: the 6 millions
HeatherAnnTucciJarraf.: hhhhhmmm....interesting
HeatherAnnTucciJarraf.: that is what Mr. Sino has personally stated to you by voice?
HeatherAnnTucciJarraf.: or was it his assistant?
Ani Forest: Heather I haven't spoken directly to mr Sino. I speak with Efrini who speaks directly in person or by phone
Ani Forest: as we chat
Ani Forest: mr Sino is in Cirebon and Efrini is in Jakarta. she goes to Caraka where he resides and meets in person
HeatherAnnTucciJarraf.: thank you for that clarification (bow)
Ani Forest: are you wanting to clarify if mr Sugih is real?
Ani Forest: my pleasure Heather
Ani Forest: i am happy to get more details about the treaty event as who will be there etc
Ani Forest: mr sugihartonotonegoro that channels mr Sino whom we know as mr Sino Sugihartonotonegoro
HeatherAnnTucciJarraf.: when I ask for clarifications...it is a mirror tool for an inbodyment to be aware of perceptions, attachment/lack of attachment to that perception, and One's perception....the data I am conscious of...the perceptions I am conscious of....I love each perception for BE'ing...I equally value each and every perception and I am eternally grateful for the totality of perceptions of One...
HeatherAnnTucciJarraf.: (heart)(hug)
Ani Forest: i appreciate that Heather, thank you. i don't look at title as a gift, even if I have it already and i can accept it to honour them as they are because I see beyond the title and the giving and accepting.
Ani Forest: i don't see the king and the kingdom
Ani Forest: i see a DOing and Being wanting to return something back to thepeople their rights to BE and DO
Ani Forest: with the funding then we the delegates will provide the tools and services to everyone through what we are called CVAC at the moment because we can't come up with any other name basically
Ani Forest: we love you and we thought it was something that you have started and we are honoured to follow it....
Ani Forest: which we are working very hard and very proud of it Heather. It's coming along....not all perfect....always rooms to make it better...as it is not meant to keep on evolving as we go.....
Ani Forest: (heart)(hug)
Ani Forest: i will come back with more details of the event later....
HeatherAnnTucciJarraf.: (heart)thank you, Ani. I love you.
Ani Forest: i love you Heather (heart)(F)

Ani Forest: Hi Heather. I've been asled to contact Efrini for you. You would like mr Sino to call you correct? Do you have your step mum there to translate just in case?
Ani Forest: Efrini is contacting mr Sino right now
Ani Forest: (y)
Ani Forest: he has guests at the moment
Ani Forest: ah well maybe another time. (chuckle)
[9/18/2013 5:34:57 AM] HeatherAnnTucciJarraf .: [2:03:21 AM] melanispencer: Hi Heather, Mr Sino has been given your number, he has got guests around him at the moment, but we have direct confirmation that the number has been passed on with the request to give you a call...
[2:06:51 AM] melanispencer: Do let me know when you hear from him, I am curious to hear your impressions :D
[5:16:06 AM] HeatherAnnTucciJarraf .: awesome...I will definitely let you know!
[9/18/2013 5:29:11 PM] Ani Forest: PIETA is FREE!!!! great news. the judge got cold feet, told the prosecutor to not go ahead with it. Yay!!! (party)
[9/20/2013 2:56:45 PM | Edited 2:58:15 PM] Ani Forest: Hi Heather I spoke with mr Sino yesterday. Mostly about the designing that I'm doing for him. He talked about how colours, batik prints and details are all symbolic and works as activations. It was fun. He spoke in a low tone and gentle voice like in his videos that I have seen. We were speaking in Indonesian but I found it hard to understand, especially when he was talking about Swissindo. The words just poured out of him and I couldn't keep up. (chuckle)
[9/20/2013 3:07:33 PM] Ani Forest: Efrini was in Cirebon yesterday so I was asked by her if I would like to speak with mr Sino.
[9/20/2013 3:08:19 PM] Ani Forest: Mr Sino said he loves you too Heather (inlove)
[9/20/2013 3:23:19 PM] Ani Forest: Like you I think he is happy to communicate with you in 5D for now but he said you are welcome to call or visit him in Caraka, Cirebon anytime Heather.
[9/20/2013 4:10:58 PM] HeatherAnnTucciJarraf .: eternal communications are soooooooo much clearer and purer without a cell phone.... (chuckle);)(heart)
[9/20/2013 4:36:59 PM] Ani Forest: If you wish I can accompany you to meet with mr Sino anytime (inlove)

Ani Forest
[9/23/2013 4:16:17 AM | Edited 4:21:47 AM] Ani Forest: Hi Heather. I have got an answer for your question. :) The leaders of the 253 countries will be invited to attend the Treaty Event. In order to receive their quota they will need to attend.
[9/23/2013 4:24:21 AM] Ani Forest: As it is quite an event to organize, Efrini said that mr Sino thinks it will be held in Jan or Feb 2014.

HeatherAnnTucciJarraf .
[9/23/2013 5:58:00 AM] HeatherAnnTucciJarraf .: Ani, request for clarification please re:

[Monday, September 23, 2013 4:16 AM] Ani Forest: <<< :) The leaders of the 253 countries will be
invited to attend the Treaty Event.

[9/23/2013 5:58:00 AM] HeatherAnnTucciJarraf : what is the definition of "leader"? .... who is defining it and what is the definition?

and

quote: "In order to receive their quota they will need to attend."
what is the definition of "quota"? .... who is defining quota and what is the definition? What are the origins and history of the "quota"?

Thank you in advance Ani for the clarifications regarding the original data you just sent over (heart)
[9/23/2013 2:35:48 PM] Ani Forest: i will confirm my answers later ok?

Ani Forest
[9/23/2013 2:43:49 PM] HeatherAnnTucciJarraf : ones that are presented to be "in office" now...or ones that have not been revealed yet?.....
[9/23/2013 2:44:21 PM] HeatherAnnTucciJarraf : np... I appreciate the data so that informed decisions are DONE. :) (heart)

[9/24/2013 12:38:54 AM] Ani Forest: correct Heather. the ones that are in the office now and the ones that have not been revealed yet. Mr Sino has planned it that it can not be 'played' anymore. they will be asked to be responsible!
[9/24/2013 12:44:22 AM] Ani Forest: Mr Sino waits for the Guidance with all his decisions. It took Mr Sino 2 days to release the letter for Pieta because of the same reason. The letter is not only for Pieta but for the country that she represents.
[9/24/2013 12:48:43 AM] Ani Forest: the purpose of the Treaty is to erase the debts, to return the quota, to release human obligation and the payment 1-11

[9/24/2013 1:35:37 AM] HeatherAnnTucciJarraf :

[Tuesday, September 24, 2013 12:48 AM] Ani Forest: <<<< the purpose of the Treaty is to erase the debts, to return the quota, to release human obligation and the payment 1-11
Love, what IS "quota"?
Love, what IS "human obligation"?
Love, what IS "the payment"?
Ani, Love, detach from all perception.... go within....BE eternal heart conscious... what DO you SEE?...
Love, what IS "debts"?
Love, what IS "quota"?
Love, what IS "human obligation"?
Love, what IS "the payment"?
[9/24/2013 2:06:35 AM | Edited 2:15:52 AM] Ani Forest: within me everything is done... everything is
Ani Forest: within me we don't need quota
Ani Forest: within me we don't need human obligation
Ani Forest: poverty and abundance are both from within
Ani Forest: what I see is my own reflection
Ani Forest: i get that there's no 'out there'
Ani Forest: what is it that you're seeing that I don't see Heather?
Ani Forest: with love
Ani Forest: I really want to see
Ani Forest: all with love
Ani Forest: I will be thinking about what you're asking me Heather........
Ani Forest: so the method is old.....erasing the debts, releasing the quota etc. but what it's going to bring out to the people is a great start for a better world. don't you think so?
Ani Forest: sorry, i'm thinking out loud here...
Ani Forest: with love

HeatherAnnTucciJarraf.: <<< within me everything is done...everything is
HeatherAnnTucciJarraf.: yes ...it IS
HeatherAnnTucciJarraf.: <<< within me we don't need quota
HeatherAnnTucciJarraf.: <<< within me we don't need human obligation
HeatherAnnTucciJarraf.: <<< erasing the debts, releasing the quota etc.
HeatherAnnTucciJarraf.: was there ever a "quota"? was there ever a "debt"? was there ever a "human obligation"?
HeatherAnnTucciJarraf.: >>> what am I missing here?
HeatherAnnTucciJarraf.: <<< from where I am.... you are missing no thing ;)
(heart)
HeatherAnnTucciJarraf.: <<< but what it's going to bring out to the people is a great start for a better world.
HeatherAnnTucciJarraf.: >>> "bring out"? ....or ....see and recognize within? "bring out" is dependent on another being DO'ing (separation, more than one, ego, control, access, etc)...whereas "within" is only dependant on One choosing to go within and accept what IS all ways within (One, eternal essence, the power to create by will and word...all that is desired)
HeatherAnnTucciJarraf.: <<< i get that there's no 'out there'
HeatherAnnTucciJarraf.: <<< THE CHOICE TO ACCEPT WHAT IS WITHIN AND USE IT
HeatherAnnTucciJarraf.: <<< all IS done....all that is left to DO ....is see it, accept it and then choose what you desire to create NOW.
HeatherAnnTucciJarraf.: : I LOVE YOU! (heart)
HeatherAnnTucciJarraf.: : with eternal love, gratitude, joy and conscious
[9/24/2013 4:13:28 PM] Ani Forest: "bring out"? ...or .....see and recognize within? "bring out" is dependent on another being DO'ing (separation, more than one, ego, control, access, etc)...whereas "within" is only dependant on One choosing to go within and accept what IS all ways within (One, eternal essence, the power to create by will and word...all that is desired)


[9/24/2013 4:15:11 PM] Ani Forest: it's empowering just remembering that point, we have it ALL within.


[9/24/2013 4:40:01 PM] Ani Forest: we have been wanting to work with you since we've started working with Mr Sino. what we really want is your way of unfolding people's inner gifts. how can we put that and Swissindo mission together Heather?


[9/24/2013 4:41:08 PM] Ani Forest: would you like to share your thoughts with us?

[9/24/2013 4:41:42 PM] Ani Forest: would you like to share it with Mr Sino in person?


[10/15/2013 2:13:50 AM] HeatherAnnTucciJarraf .: IN LOVE, GRATITUDE AND PEACE: I THANK YOU FOR STEADILY HOLDING THE MIRROR FOR I. I AM CONSCIOUS OF WHERE I CHOOSE TO FOCUS ENERGY TO CREATE ALL THAT I DESIRE IN THIS MOMENT OF NOW.

I CONSCIOUSLY CHOOSE TO PLAY DIRECTLY WITH THE ENERGY IN LOVE AND CREATE AS I IMAGINE.

I REDIRECT ALL FORMER FOCUS AND ENERGY I PAID INTO UNBINDING THAT WHICH WAS BOUND.....IT IS DONE! I CONSCIOUSLY PAY ALL ATTENTION AND ENERGY OF I INTO CREATING ALL THAT I IMAGINE EVERY NOW MOMENT.

IN LOVE, GRATITUDE AND PEACE, ALL WAYS. I AM I. (heart)


[10/24/2013 1:12:44 PM | Edited 1:13:45 PM] Ani Forest: Hi Heather. May I speak with you? It's regarding a letter from Mr Sino. I have your phone number from last time so i will call you if that's ok after you read his letter. It is being translated and I will send it to you when it's done.

[10/24/2013 1:13:00 PM] Ani Forest: Thank you Heather. (heart)(hug)

[10/24/2013 1:44:46 PM] HeatherAnnTucciJarraf .: Not a problem...send it over...I will review asap.
[10/24/2013 2:07:32 PM] Ani Forest: Thanks Heather. Could I have your email address please?
[10/24/2013 2:12:54 PM] Ani Forest: (wasntme)
[10/24/2013 2:56:12 PM] *** Ani Forest sent Reply to Pieta Mr Sino.docx ***
[10/24/2013 2:58:01 PM] Ani Forest: that's the letter Heather. Please do not share the letter to anyone else as it is not my letter. Thank you kindly. I will call you in about an hour from now. (y)
[10/24/2013 3:33:00 PM] HeatherAnnTucciJarraf.: Thank you, Love. I intend and DO just read it as requested...I do not send it out anywhere.
[10/24/2013 3:33:48 PM] HeatherAnnTucciJarraf.: personal email, please do not send out...
[10/24/2013 3:33:55 PM] HeatherAnnTucciJarraf.: ciinc.universal@gmail.com
[10/24/2013 4:19:59 PM] HeatherAnnTucciJarraf.: Ani....let me reflect on this moment until tomorrow...I have data for you and I choose to have it delivered for absolute receipt....
[10/24/2013 4:21:46 PM] Ani Forest: Okay Heather, I understand...
[10/24/2013 4:24:59 PM] Ani Forest: I love you too Heather. We all love you (bow) (heart)

[3:38:55 AM] HeatherAnnTucciJarraf.: I have I believe a response letter from Sino to you, which is in two languages.
[3:40:13 AM] HeatherAnnTucciJarraf.: I do not have your original letter that he apparently is responding to....so now I am unsure of whether I have all the data for absolute context....a few parts of Mr. Sino's letter were confusing, and now I can see why...I have no context for his statements.
[3:40:35 AM] HeatherAnnTucciJarraf.: Was Ani supposed to send me both letters?
[10/25/2013 3:57:03 AM | Edited 4:01:27 AM] Ani Forest: Hi Heather. I never thought of sending Pieta's letter to Mr Sino to you, i only wanted to know if you are coming and so I could get your measurements. I rang you twice two days ago before the letter even existed so then I thought you might want to see it and may help you make your decision plus Mr Sino is wanting an answer from you.
[10/25/2013 3:58:30 AM] Ani Forest: i hope that is okay. (heart)

Ani Forest

[10/25/2013 4:12:50 AM] HeatherAnnTucciJarraf.: [Thursday, October 24, 2013 4:19 PM] HeatherAnnTucciJarraf.: <<< Ani....let me reflect on this moment until tomorrow....I have data for you and I choose to have it delivered for absolute receipt....
[10/25/2013 4:12:50 AM] HeatherAnnTucciJarraf.: The reason I stated I would reflect until "tomorrow" was because I AM conscious that data was missing ...today we have discovered what that is....

....Love, I make choices based on Absolute Data, I AM CONSCIOUS "database. If there is not transparency then I search it out from within......I have no answers at this moment to give because I am still getting the Absolute Data...and Pieta assisted to identify the data that was missing......Pieta's data,
energetic and perception, that preceded the flow of energy from Sino.

TRANSPARENCY REMOVES ANY PERCEIVED ENERGETIC BLOCKS AND ALL THE ENERGY FLOWS IN LOVE FOR THE HIGHEST GOOD OF ALL.

I am DO'ing a meeting with the elders right after I complete the removal of the last energetic block....that translates to approximately 48 hours in the former time continuum. The EVENT, that is already done energetically, is then made visible for all in density...perhaps you can see why the purported Sino letter appears to have some frantic energy patterns ;)(heart)

[10/25/2013 6:40:46 AM] HeatherAnnTucciJarraf .: I have reviewed the Absolute Data. I am preparing the answer. (heart)
[10/25/2013 11:34:35 AM | Edited 11:49:10 AM] Ani Forest: I am very glad. I hope you can see now that Pieta is the right person to send her letter (to Mr sino) to you.


[10/28/2013 4:08:39 PM] Ani Forest: I'm not quite sure with what you meant with ' preparing the answer'. (chuckle)
[10/28/2013 4:10:27 PM] Ani Forest: It sounds like you are preparing a document.......  
[10/28/2013 4:12:53 PM] Ani Forest: Just wondering about it Heather and I did have that dream.....about you giving me a document to deliver.....  

[3:20:30 PM] HeatherAnnTucciJarraf .: (hug):*
[3:46:08 PM] Ani Forest: Heather, did you like my designs?
[3:47:45 PM] HeatherAnnTucciJarraf .: I think you are very talented....did you train in design, Love?
[3:51:20 PM | Edited 3:58:49 PM] Ani Forest: I started making my own clothes since i was 7 and designing for the ladies even back then because of my love of drawing
[3:52:35 PM] Ani Forest: we couldn't get nice clothes from the stores back then
[3:53:03 PM] Ani Forest: everything had to be made by dressmakers
[3:53:57 PM] Ani Forest: so no never studied designs....all from self taught and personal experiences
[3:55:10 PM] Ani Forest: i have had a couple of labels of my own, 'ani and the animals' childrens label and now for ladies, special event wear
[3:57:09 PM] Ani Forest: Mr Sino asked for the designs to be a mixture of traditional and modern, east and west. Simple and elegant he said :)  

SKYPE CONVOS WITH MELANIE SPENCER/MEL VE
Melanispencer: Hi Heather, hope your are fab and flourishing... Just to let you know, Indo has been delayed for a few weeks, so no rush... but I do have an issue I need to discuss with you urgently. Sino has specially asked me to deal with this matter with you. Let me know when you are free for a casual chat, it will only take a few minute xx

Melanispencer: Sino wants to know if you plan to accept your title of Queen of Africa, and if not, please confirm for us, so that he can make the necessary adjust the records. Thanxxxx

Melanispencer: sorry, meant to say, so 'make the necessary adjustments to the records' :D (hug)

HeatherAnnTucciJarraf.: Have Mr. Sino call or skype me.

Melanispencer: Great would love to chat

Melanispencer: +212 620072438 mobile

Melanispencer: what languages does he speak here?

Melanispencer: I am in a house full of various language speakers ;)

Melanispencer: An ancient Indonesian dialect

Melanispencer: Even Ani struggles to interpret it

Melanispencer: My step mom, Bance, has done much work with Indonesia...

Melanispencer: Lovely, I have passed on your number

Melanispencer: hhhhm...and when you speak with him...what do you use to communicate?

Melanispencer: Mr Apriyanto, his assistant

Melanispencer: and he speaks....what language?

Melanispencer: Will try to get Sino to call you tomorrow if possible

Melanispencer: Mr A speaks English, not to well, but enough to communicate

Melanispencer: awesome...

Melanispencer: looking forward...

Melanispencer: (heart)

Melanispencer: for sure xxxx

Melanispencer: Looking forward to it xxx

Melanispencer: <<< Just to let you know, Indo has been delayed for a few weeks, so no rush... In order to perceive a delay, I would have to have some perception of what the dates originally were (chuckle));*

Melanispencer: LOL, we were meant to go end of Sept, now it is in Oct. The event is just getting bigger and bigger

Melanispencer: \o/

Melanispencer: (chuckle)

Melanispencer: thanks for the clarification HeatherAnnTucciJarraf.
IN ETERNAL LOVE, GRATITUDE, AND PEACE:

the eternal records are current...and all that IS, BE entered energetically... instantaneously and automatically... :)

I BE and DO what I BE...One.......I consciously choose to BE and DO One....

I am conscious that each and every perceived inbodyment is One.

....I consciously choose not to limit I to any title

....I consciously choose NOT TO experience the result that choice would naturally produce...

....and I consciously DO NOT choose, nor consent to, creating an illusion of limit for any perceived inbodyment of One of being less than or greater than I by me accepting a title or other limit.

all IS One...One IS all....every inbodyment of One is equally valuable and valued equally...I love every inbodyment of One...

I

[9/17/2013 1:39:20 PM] melanispencer: It is just an honorary title… they are making preparations and need to know. It is a title that has been granted out of honour and respect. 
[9/17/2013 1:39:42 PM] melanispencer: But I will get Sino to call you
[9/17/2013 1:39:49 PM] melanispencer: to explain it

[9/17/2013 2:01:20 PM] HeatherAnnTucciJarraf .: have you ever heard the phrase "what do you buy a girl that already has everything?" ;)(heart)
[9/17/2013 2:01:34 PM] HeatherAnnTucciJarraf .: I look forward to speaking with him

[9/17/2013 2:43:29 PM] HeatherAnnTucciJarraf .: [Tuesday, September 17, 2013 1:39 PM] melanispencer: <<< It is a title that has been granted out of honour and respect.
[9/17/2013 11:35:36 PM] melanispencer: Hopefully Sino will contact you today and you can ask him directly xx (heart)

[9/18/2013 2:03:21 AM] melanispencer: Hi Heather, Mr Sino has been given your number, he has got guests around him at the moment, but we have direct confirmation that the number has been passed on with the request to give you a call...
[9/18/2013 2:06:51 AM] melanispencer: Do let me know when you hear from him, I am curious to hear your impressions :D
[9/18/2013 5:16:06 AM] HeatherAnnTucciJarraf.: awesome...I will definitely let you know!
[9/18/2013 6:42:50 AM] melanispencer: Beautiful, I love Lucas's work. He is a lovely man, we have met him in person, and he is just awesome xx
[10/10/2013 12:08:41 AM] melanispencer: Hey Heather, I know this is silly, but just out of formality, I have to ask you one last final time if you would please consider taking the Queen of Africa honorary title, as a token from Mr Sino for all the work you have done. If you don't take it, they may just end up giving me the damn title, and I don't particularly want it either (face palm)
[10/10/2013 12:10:32 AM] melanispencer: Hoping you will still consider coming to Indonesia. If not, I will be visiting you in Morocco shortly. Much Love to you and yours. xixxxxx
[10/10/2013 12:10:38 AM] melanispencer: (heart)
[10/13/2013 3:04:05 AM] melanispencer: LOL, love you Heather
[10/13/2013 3:04:14 AM] melanispencer: you always earth me

[10/13/2013 3:04:55 AM] HeatherAnnTucciJarraf.: [Thursday, October 10, 2013 12:08 AM] melanispencer: <<<  I have to ask you one last final time if you would please consider taking the Queen of Africa honorary title, as a token from Mr Sino for all the work you have done.
[10/13/2013 3:07:01 AM] HeatherAnnTucciJarraf.: ........ALL IS BEING MADE VISIBLE, TANGIBLE TO ALL PERCEPTIONS NOW.
[10/13/2013 3:07:25 AM] HeatherAnnTucciJarraf.: ........and then....ALL PERCEPTIONS BE CONSCIOUS AND DO'ING I AM NOW.
[10/13/2013 3:14:59 AM] HeatherAnnTucciJarraf.: ........apparently, you, Deryl and many others have been very "busy" (chuckle):

[Saturday, October 12, 2013 5:35 PM] HeatherAnnTucciJarraf.: <<<  (*) 10/12/2013 -- dutchsinse ~ They offered me the world... http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Oh4hnJ_h7_o&feature=em-uploaddemail
[10/13/2013 3:15:34 AM] HeatherAnnTucciJarraf.: (sun).....ALL THAT IS BE VISIBLE.... (inlove)
[10/13/2013 3:16:05 AM] melanispencer: LOL saw this vid this morning, this guy has not got his facts straight... totally fear based
[10/13/2013 3:18:52 AM] HeatherAnnTucciJarraf.: ........WELL, LOVE, THAT IS WHAT HAPPENS WHEN THE "PERCEPTION" DELIVERING THE PURPORTED "FACTS" TO HIM IS CHOOSING THE FREQUENCY OF FEAR AND SELECTS DATA TO SUPPORT SAID PERCEPTIONS' AGENDA.........
I LOVE THE ABSOLUTE PLAN!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! (heart)\o/(*)
[10/13/2013 4:11:33 AM] melanispencer: I am laughing at the ridiculousness of this conversation… I never thought I would ever have to beg some to become Queen LOL
[10/13/2013 4:11:57 AM] melanispencer: Love You Heather… will be visiting you very soon xxx

[10/15/2013 1:37:18 AM] HeatherAnnTucciJarraf .: IN LOVE, GRATITUDE AND PEACE:

I THANK YOU FOR STEADILY HOLDING THE MIRROR FOR I. I AM CONSCIOUS OF WHERE I CHOOSE TO FOCUS ENERGY TO CREATE ALL THAT I DESIRE IN THIS MOMENT OF NOW.

I CONSCIOUSLY CHOOSE TO PLAY DIRECTLY WITH THE ENERGY IN LOVE AND CREATE AS I IMAGINE.

I REDIRECT ALL FORMER FOCUS AND ENERGY I PAID INTO UNBINDING THAT WHICH WAS BOUND.....IT IS DONE! I CONSCIOUSLY PAY ALL ATTENTION AND ENERGY OF I INTO CREATING ALL THAT I IMAGINE EVERY NOW MOMENT.

IN LOVE, GRATITUDE AND PEACE, ALL WAYS. I AM I. (heart)
[10/25/2013 9:35:43 PM] melanispencer: HI Heather, I know you are in the midst of deciding whether to come to Indonesia and accept the title… my honest opinion, for what ever it is worth, is don't. This thing is a mess. The infighting and backstabbing is ridiculous. I am regretting getting involved, but as I have, I plan to see it through. I must be either asking for punishment or on a mission from God. (face palm)
[10/25/2013 9:36:53 PM] melanispencer: I love you and want to give you absolute data, what ever my download of input may be worth to your processes.
[4:34:12 AM] HeatherAnnTucciJarraf .: Love, I have reviewed all the data relevant to this particular matter. I LOVE YOU. I LOVE ALL INBODYMENTS OF I....NOT ONE INBODYMENT IS "LEFT BEHIND".

I AM CONSCIOUS ....I AM I

[4:34:26 AM] HeatherAnnTucciJarraf .: ALL IS PERFECT EVERY NOW MOMENT....AND PERFECTLY DONE! (heart)
[5:28:07 AM] melanispencer: Brilliant… does that mean we will be seeing you in Indonesia? \o/

SKYPE CONVOS WITH PIETA MORGAN
[10/22/2013 1:18:13 AM] *** Missed call from PietaMorgan. ***
Love, I am just getting settled in for the morning.....
[10/22/2013 5:36:18 PM] PietaMorgan: Heather if you have the time would I be able to speak to you? This is concerning the filings and Mr Sino and the delegation who have no doubt been in contact with you.. I have written a letter to Mr Sino and have had a reply regarding no hierarchy no separation.. I'm working on it being translated now..
[10/23/2013 8:26:10 PM] PietaMorgan: Hi Heather, I have concerns about the Swissindo project.. Here is the letter I sent Mr Sino, I have not had it translated yet, and google translate is not up to the task...
My question to Mr Sino was whether he was prepared to honour the filings that clearly state that there be no hierarchy and no separations..

[10/23/2013 8:26:24 PM] PietaMorgan: SEQUOIA Morgan <somethingsmall@gmail.com>

Oct 22 (2 days ago)

to sino.as_sugiha.
Dearest Mr Sino,

I do hope you receive this message in good health.

I am confused. It is my comprehension that you had decided to honour the OPPT filings, all of them. I understood that because of the filings humankind was now free, that you had agreed to use the filings as a way to give humanity abundance. I was informed that you signed an Oath and Bond to the people of the world and to our most Divine home, the Earth.
The OPPT filings included that there was to be no separations and no hierarchy.
Recently I raised this issue in our delegation, I raised it because the people that are in the positions you had apparently given them, are behaving very badly, with dishonour, tyranny and unkindness.
I have no hard feelings toward these people, I see them as my brothers and sisters, and I love them for all that they've done to prove that hierarchies do not work. Our once beautiful delegate meetings quickly turned into horrible places of yelling, abuse, threats, insults, and absolute disregard for basic manners. These people that tell us you gave them absolute power are abusing it, just as history tells us, absolute power corrupts.
I would like to sincerely ask that if you would like to hear the truth for yourself, the following meetings were recorded... Sunday 20th Coordinators meeting, Monday the 21st Australian meeting.
When I asked Ross Hanley why he referred to the women on the delegation as "my bitches", I was promptly removed from the delegation's communication hub..

My heart is with you in all you do, I know you are an honourable man, I've seen that in all you do.
Please Mr Sino, are you able to confirm to me that you are willing to honour the filings? That there be no hierarchy or separations, and that you did in fact give power to these people. If you haven't endorsed the hierarchy then I fear our delegation has been infiltrated by some who have ulterior motives. Our delegation is a wonderful group of amazing souls, but when a power structure became evident, so did the tyranny.

I come to you with humility, and I am grateful you took the time to read this message.
Blessings to you and all humanity.

Kindest Regards,

Pieta Morgan
2 attachments — Download all attachments
UCC document 2012113593 filed 22nd October 2012.doc UCC document 2012113593 filed 22nd October 2012.doc
37K View Download
14K View Download
sino.as sugihartonotonegoro

Oct 23 (1 day ago)

to me

Translate message
Turn off for: Indonesian

SWISSINDO

KERAJAAN LANGIT BUMI

Garis-Garis Besar Haluan Negara Dunia

Infrastruktur 5 Benua;


Saya tidak memiliki persoalan terkait yang sandara sampaikan, saya hanya menyampaikan Program Tuhan YME, yang sesungguhnya untuk menyelamatkan Bumi se isinya dari sangsi alam, dan implementasi kedalam tatanan Exhibits AB (Kerajaan Negara Dunia).


Beberapa kali di sampaikan kepada Saya, perihal Undangan ke Maroko, dan 1 hari setelah US-Shutdown mereka memberikan waktu teleconference 30 menit, bahkan UNEP mengundang Saya, pada bulan ini di Beijing China TIDAK menyelesaikan apapun tanpa Pembayaran 1-11 meliputi 253 Negara. Saya akan mengunjungi manapun ketika Hak Penduduk Dunia selesai pada Treaty Event di Indonesia-

Saya membagi wilayah Administrasi Dunia menjadi 5 Kerajaan Benua adalah dengan maksud agar ada yang bertanggung jawab selaku para pihak utusan Tuhan YME, melalui seleksi alam ini selaku pembawa Jaminan Asset untuk semua negara di Dunia melalui 5 Kerajaan Benua mengingat dunia ini sangat luas.

Trusty Prasasty Dynasty SWISSINDO bukanlah DAKWAH PENDETA/KYAI KEPADA UMATNYA, atau GURU DENGAN MURIDNYA, tapi fakta yang harus dilakukan Perubahan Global dan Financial Global dan berdasar hukum yang tidak DIMILIKI oleh lembaga manapun, sesuai isi perjanjian-perjanjian sebelum Saya.

Maka negara dunia mengeluarkan MATA UANG TUNGGAL DUNIA-ESTWO, dengan transisi BERBAGAI MATA UANG di Indonesia.


Ini kenyataan yang berjalan dan bergerak cepat. SWISSINDO MELAKUKAN maka Tuhan YME, telah MerubahNya menjadi Pancaroba. Maka CVAC-tanpa pembentukan Negara Dunia dengan dasar SERTIFIKAT NEGARA DUNIA selaku pemilik Asset-Income-Personal Organization yang meliputi Orijinal Hukum Absolute, jelas akan kemana arahNya seperti di atas ketinggian 600 KM dari permukaan bumi. SAYA sangat menghargai siapapun mahluk di bumi ini apalagi CVAC.

Jawaban PEMBAYARAN 1-11 dan Tantangan Dunia DECLARATION OF TRANSACTION, Swissindo World Trust International Orbit, tidak terbantahkan oleh siapapun dia!

Kutub Utara-Kutub Selatan, sejarah lahirnya negara-negara di dunia dan pergiliran perjanjian jaman antara Tuhan YME-TuanNya.

Saya baru mendengar jika Heater menolak promosi untuk The Greatest Queen of The Kingdom Linggacala of Africa Continent. Apapun yang dilakukan SWISSINDO adalah terbuka, sangat jelas dan transparan dan VIDEO VALID bukti forensic dunia di sampaikan kepada publik bagian dari hukum mutlak yang tak terbantahkan oleh siapapun.

Mengapa WORLD BANK. UBS A.G. BANK INDONESIA, dan UNITED NATIONS terdiam ketika hal ini di ungkapkan oleh SWISSINDO? Tak perlu dipertanyakan atau di jawab, sebab apa yang dilakukan sejak 25 Desember 2009 sesungguhnya mencengangkan Dunia.

Apakah terpikirkan bahwa system pengamanan perlindungan owner selaku pemegang dan pemilik Amanat Tunggal dari kejahatan Dinding Digital (Fortress) adalah manual system untuk seluruh cover system elektronik?

Pendirian Kerajaan Langit Bumi “ NEO THE UNITED KINGDOM OF GOD SKY EARTH” adalah berdasar Kewahyuan Tuhan YME, dan dipancarluaskan kepada..

[10/25/2013 2:36:44 AM] PietaMorgan: Hi Heather, did you get the copy of the letter I sent Mr Sino and his reply?
[10/25/2013 3:38:55 AM] HeatherAnnTucciJarraf :. I have I believe a response letter from Sino to you, which is in two languages.
[10/25/2013 3:40:13 AM] HeatherAnnTucciJarraf :. I do not have your original letter that he apparently is responding to....so now I am unsure of whether I have all the data for absolute context....a few parts of Mr. Sino's letter were confusing, and now I can see why...I have no context for his statements.
[10/25/2013 3:40:35 AM] HeatherAnnTucciJarraf :. Was Ani supposed to send me both letters?
[10/25/2013 4:13:16 AM] HeatherAnnTucciJarraf :. [3:57:03 AM | Edited 4:01:27 AM] Ani Forest: Hi Heather. I never thought of sending Pieta's letter to Mr Sino to you, i only wanted to know if you are coming and so I could get your measurements. I rang you twice two days ago before the letter even existed so then I thought you might want to see it and may help you make your decision plus Mr Sino is wanting an aswer from you.
[3:58:30 AM] Ani Forest: i hope that is okay. (heart)
HeatherAnnTucciJarraf .: Ani....let me reflect on this moment until tomorrow....I have data for you and I choose to have it delivered for absolute receipt....
The reason I stated I would reflect until "tomorrow" was because I AM conscious that data was missing ...today we have discovered what that is....

....Love, I make choices based on Absolute Data, I AM CONSCIOUS "database. If there is not transparency then I search it out from within......I have no answers at this moment to give because I am still getting the Absolute Data...and Pieta assisted to identify the data that was missing.....Pieta's data, energetic and perception, that preceded the flow of energy from Sino.

TRANSPARENCY REMOVES ANY PERCEIVED ENERGETIC BLOCKS AND ALL THE ENERGY FLOWS IN LOVE FOR THE HIGHEST GOOD OF ALL.

I am DO'ing a meeting with the elders right after I complete the removal of the last energetic block....that translates to approximately 48 hours in the former time continuum. The EVENT, that is already done energetically, is then made visible for all in density...perhaps you can see why the purported Sino letter appears to have some frantic energy patterns ;)(heart)
HeatherAnnTucciJarraf .: 

<<< I have reviewed the Absolute Data. I am preparing the answer. (heart)
[11:39:56 AM] HeatherAnnTucciJarraf .: Pieta, Love, as I was re-reviewing our skype convos today...I saw for the first time...your letter to Mr. Sino. I had previously seen the purported Sino response to your letter, but not the letter from you that purportedly he was responding to. (headbang) (heart) ....I am not sure if it just finally posted today (skype appears to be having issues functioning lately (chuckle)), or if it was always there and I just did not notice it....btw, the latter is highly unlikely.
[11:43:32 AM] HeatherAnnTucciJarraf .: Love, I have reviewed all data pertaining to purported UN-SWISSINDO....I am preparing the full transparency of I....so that there will longer be any questions by any inbodyment of "where" I "stand".

Thank you, Pieta, for the transparency of your heart...I truly felt the energy delivered within every word of your letter to Mr. Sino....I saw the actual moments of NOW that you referenced...I LOVE YOU. I SEND YOU ALL WAYS, ETERNALLY, LOVE, PEACE AND GRATITUDE.
(heart)(bow)(sun)

[10/31/2013 6:44:52 PM | Removed 8:29:22 PM] PietaMorgan: This message has been removed.
PietaMorgan
[10/31/2013 9:08:15 PM | Removed 9:09:24 PM] PietaMorgan: This message has been removed.
[10/31/2013 9:42:30 PM] PietaMorgan: I thank you so much for replying. As you may know I have been working on this humanitarian project with Mr Sino and his people now for nearly six months. The delegation of 100 started out in love, transparency and oneness... we had a CVAC CONSTITUTION as our guide which included the filings that were to free humanity. Then some of the delegates were given 'titles' by the 'King', and recently I have found more than one of these people to be very unstable, screaming, personal attacks, gossip, slander, swearing and power tripping, head games, lies, and they are desperately trying to shut me up about it... I had a 3 hour meeting with the coordinators of the delegation to remind them of why we were doing what we were doing, our oath and bond to the people
and mother earth, and the filings.. to remind them too that hierarchy is unlawful in the new landscape, and if we attempted to recreate hierarchies we were creating more of the same poison that was destroying our world. This was met with huge opposition.. Although I felt I made myself very clear that my intention was to unite the delegation, and that the only goal was to see humanity totally free of tyranny, they labeled me as a destructive force. I have .mp3 recordings of the 3 hour meeting, and am obtaining further recordings of the abuse, lies and tyranny that was dished out by Ross Hanley and Peter Van Runt. I really do worry that our once beautiful delegation has been literally infiltrated by the American military. There are secret military discussions going on that do not appear to be honouring the filings, titles, hierarchies, bullying and non transparency. My partner Sean O'Connor and I have been literally 'excommunicated' from the group, and the American delegation (led by Gwen Caldwell) wrote a letter to Mr Sino stating they were embarrassed by my letter to him and they were in opposition to what I had written, and asked the entire delegation to sign it. I'm having trouble understanding the reply from Mr Sino despite having 2 translations.. I respect him for his generosity, but if this is a world take over by the dark side I clearly must do whatever I can shed some light on it. The delegation has now split in 2, those who are fighting for power and their frightened and bewildered followers, and those wanting to honour the filings and unite. There are some beautiful and amazing people still under the control of the hierarchy that are too scared to speak out. The most disturbing thing is the fact that those who were given titles (favours from the king) are those that have been most abusive, nasty and cruel. At first the realisation of that brought my energy levels to an all time low.. I cried actually, thinking that perhaps there was no hope for us all, but then, seeing the bigger picture, I realized that they were playing their part perfectly, to prove exactly why hierarchy has never and will never work. Most of the interactions with the controllers and myself were recorded and are extremely disturbing. Jane Evershed made a video called "A$$hats", and released it on to YouTube, but was told to remove it because the Pentagon didn't like it.. that, to me, is an indication that we may have been infiltrated... and of course, it makes perfect sense, if Mr Sinos promise was to honour the filings and have a new way implemented, why wouldn't the ptw try to infiltrate? Most of those given titles have a military background and some are pushing a Christian agenda. My personal belief is that we need all the data, understandable translations of correspondence, and absolute honouring of the filings to succeed.. Mr Sino has been most generous and gracious in his offer, but for it to be lawful, he must renounce his 'kingship' otherwise it seems (feels) like a bribe. I'm not sure if he does plan to make his statement by renouncing his kingship and leaving the wonderful legacy of absolute freedom from hierarchies and control, as per the filings, or due to lack of proper translation in correspondence, he comprehends the no hierarchy no separation filing at all. I will be attending the event in Indonesia, but will not be prostrating myself before any being as an act of worship.. I will be attending to ensure that the filings are honoured and as Mr Sino has said, we are all God's messengers :) so I must have faith, absolute faith that divine timing and grace will prevail.

I thank you so much for your precious time and your warrior angel self. Your work and love and strength is truly an inspiration. I love you, and thank you again, from my heart. (heart) Maybe if you did decide to come, we all could unite and witness the amazing moment of Mr Sino signing a promise to honour all the filings. That is the issue, the enactment of the filings and humanity's freedom. And selfishly I'd like to give you a hug of thanks xx

[10/31/2013 9:45:26 PM] *** PietaMorgan sent letter to Heather.odt ***
LETTER FROM PIETA TO HEATHER ANN TUCCI-JARRAF:

I thank you so much for replying. As you may know I have been working on this humanitarian project with Mr Sino and his people now for nearly six months. The delegation of 100 started out in love, transparency and oneness... we had a CVAC CONSTITUTION as our guide which included the filings that were to free humanity. Then some of the delegates were given 'titles' by the 'King', and recently I have found more than one of these people to be very unstable, screaming, personal attacks, gossip, slander, swearing and power tripping, head games, lies, and they are desperately trying to shut me up about it... I had a 3 hour meeting with the coordinators of the delegation to remind them of why we were doing what we were doing, our oath and bond to the people and mother earth, and the filings.. to remind them too that hierarchy is unlawful in the new landscape, and if we attempted to recreate hierarchies we were creating more of the same poison that was destroying our world. This was met with huge opposition... Although I felt I made myself very clear that my intention was to unite the delegation, and that the only goal was to see humanity totally free of tyranny, they labeled me as a destructive force. I have .mp3 recordings of the 3 hour meeting, and am obtaining further recordings of the abuse, lies and tyranny that was dished out by Ross Hanley and Peter Van Runt. I really do worry that our once beautiful delegation has been literally infiltrated by the American military. There are secret military discussions going on that do not appear to be honouring the filings, titles, hierarchies, bullying and non transparency. My partner Sean O'Connor and I have been literally 'excommunicated' from the group, and the American delegation (led by Gwen Caldwell) wrote a letter to Mr Sino stating they were embarrassed by my letter to him and they were in opposition to what I had written, and asked the entire delegation to sign it. I'm having trouble understanding the reply from Mr Sino despite having 2 translations.. I respect him for his generosity, but if this is a world take over by the dark side I clearly must do whatever I can to shed some light on it. The delegation has now split in 2, those who are fighting for power and their frightened and bewildered followers, and those wanting to honour the filings and unite. There are some beautiful and amazing people still under the control of the hierarchy that are too scared to speak out. The most disturbing thing is the fact that those who were given titles (favours from the king) are those that have been most abusive, nasty and cruel. At first the realisation of that brought my energy levels to an all time low.. I cried actually, thinking that perhaps there was no hope for us all, but then, seeing the bigger picture, I realized that they were playing their part perfectly, to prove exactly why hierarchy has never and will never work. Most of the interactions with the controllers and myself were recorded and are extremely disturbing. Jane Evershed made a video called "A$$hats", and released it on YouTube, but was told to remove it because the Pentagon didn't like it.. that, to me, is an indication that we may have been infiltrated... and of course it makes perfect sense, if Mr Sinos promise was to honour the filings and have a new way implemented, why wouldn't the ptw try to infiltrate? Most of those given titles have a military background and some are pushing a Christian agenda. My personal belief is that we need all the data, understandable translations of correspondence, and absolute honouring of the filings to succeed.. Mr Sino has been most generous and gracious in his offer, but for it to be lawful, he must renounce his 'kingship' otherwise it seems (feels) like a bribe. I'm not sure if he does plan to make his statement by renouncing his kingship and leaving the wonderful legacy of absolute freedom from hierarchies and control, as per the filings, or due to lack of proper translation in correspondence, he comprehends the no hierarchy no separation filing at all. I will be attending the event in Indonesia, but will not be prostrating myself before any being as an act of worship.. I will be attending to ensure that the filings are honoured and as Mr Sino has said, we are all God's messengers :-) so I must have faith, absolute faith that divine timing and grace will prevail.

I thank you so much for your precious time and your warrior angel self. Your work and love and strength is truly an inspiration. I love you, and thank you again, from my heart. (h)

[12:37:37] PietaMorgan: Maybe if you did decide to come, we all could unite and witness the amazing moment of Mr Sino signing a promise to honour all the filings. That is the issue, the enactment of the filings and humanity's freedom. And selfishly I'd like to give you a hug of thanks xx
SWISSINDO

KERAJAAN LANGIT BUMI

Garis-Garis Besar Haluan Negara Dunia

Infrastruktur 5 Benua;

GOD SKY EARTH
Outlines of the World Countries
Infrastructures of the 5 Continents


This should be known, SWISSINDO (Swiss Banker's Association - SBA, Swiss) as the Primary & Sole Body of the 25 Countries, the actual genuine owner of the World paper-Money currency (Gold & Silver Coins) including MEMORIAL AND IMPERIAL, 3 Primary Banks: World Bank, Union Bank of Switzerland and Bank of Indonesia are the Owners of the Spiritual Codes of the World, 3 Perponding World Register Prasasty 3 Primary COUNTRIES where the names (INDIA-INDO CHINA-INDONESIA) became the 3 names now known as ASIA-AFRIKA-EUROPE, subsequently birthing the AMERICA-AUSTRALIA generation and 3 Primary Armies (NATO-SEATO-NON BLOCK).

Saya tidak memiliki persoalan terkait yang sandara sampaikan, saya hanya menyampaikan Program Tuhan YME, yang sesungguhnya untuk menyelamatkan Bumi se isinya dari sangsi alam, dan implementasi kedalam tatanan Exhibits AB (Kerajaan_Negara Dunia).

I have no issues with the questions put forward, as I am only delivering God's Program, which is in fact to save the Earth and everyone on it from its own natural sanctions, and implement the orders according to Exhibits AB (Kingdom-State of the World).

Tidakah di pahami, tercatat dengan jelas bagaimana saya menyampaikan maklumat G20, dan efek domino itu terjadi terkait, tenggelamnya Kapal Logistik Milier ke Syria dan USA-Shut Down. Bahkan Saya melindungi upaya
Has it not been understood, the message which I clearly conveyed during the G20 meeting and how the domino effects are related, the sinking of the military and logistics shipment to Syria and the USA Shut down. In fact, I have protected the efforts of the arrest of President Barack Obama by the US-Navy, PM-Marshall, UN-GEND, SWISSINDO, CEO-CEO to the point where I ordered the FINAL LETTER after all sorts of mediation and matters covering the Royal House of Japan.


It has been informed to me many times about the invitation to Morocco, and one day after the US Shut down, they gave me a teleconference of 30 minutes, even the UNEP invited me to Beijing, China this month, but NOTHING will be resolved without the Payments 1-11 involving 253 countries. I will visit wherever it will be, after the World Human Rights Treaty Event in Indonesia-Cirebon-Aston. There have been many attempts to sabotage the Payments 1-11, even the World Bank Auditor in London received the news that I have passed over and sent a message about the various attempts to distract/sabotage the Transactions for Payments 1-11 into the personal accounts of Angela Merkel the German Chancellor, Carlucci and etc.

Saya membagi wilayah Administrasi Dunia menjadi 5 Kerajaan Benua adalah dengan maksud agar ada yang bertanggung jawab selaku para pihak utusan Tuhan YME, melalui seleksi alam ini selaku pembawa Jaminan Asset untuk semua negara di Dunia melalui 5 Kerajaan Benua mengingat dunia ini sangatlah luas.

I divided the centres of World Administration into 5 Kingdom Continents with the intention to spread the responsibilities as the Messengers of God, through natural selections of this universe and act as the security bearer of assets for all the countries in the world through the 5 Kingdom Continents, keeping in
mind how wide and big the world is.

Trusty Prasasty Dynasty SWISSINDO bukanlah DAKWAH PENDETA/KYAI KEPADA UMATNYA, atau GURU DENGAN MURIDNYA, tapi fakta yang harus dilakukan Perubahan Global dan Financial Global dan berdasar hukum yang tidak DIMILIKI oleh lembaga manapun, sesuai isi perjanjian-perjanjian sebelum Saya.

Trusty Prasasty Dynasty SWISSINDO is not a PREACHING PASTOR OR TRYING TO PREACH TO ITS FELLOW BEINGS, or acting as MASTER TO HIS DISCIPLES, but this fact we have in place because of the Change Globally and Financially based on the laws which is not OWN by any institutions, which is nonetheless still relevant to the contractual agreements in place before me.

Maka negara dunia mengeluarkan MATA UANG TUNGGAL DUNIA-ESTWO, dengan transisi BERBAGAI MATA UANG di Indonesia.

Hence the world countries publicize ONE WORLD CURRENCY - ESTWO, through the transition of VARIOUS CURRENCIES in Indonesia.


I received proposals for CVAC, in fact I authorized CVAC for the Kingdom Linggacala of Egypt, delivered to 5 Generals in Egypt, even to this second for the Bank of Egypt to be THE WORLD BANK RATU MAS KENCANA ROOM A1-1A, as the MOMENT OF GREAT INDEPENDENCE. Once again, I accepted CVAC because I appreciate the instrumental idea to proceed with the ACCELERATION Program to bring about the EQUALITY for the ECOSOC 441 to be introduced to all the countries in the world, the third world and abolish all banking crimes by the staffs in the world since 1963 globally, not to mention protecting the SOLE TRUSTEESHIP FROM GOD and the citizens of the world to distribute the rights as blessings from God's will. This is because I know that the UN, WORLD BANK still acts as Corporations, in fact all
countries STILL ARE, at this moment in time.

Ini kenyataan yang berjalan dan bergerak cepat. SWISSINDO MELAKUKAN maka Tuhan YME, telah MerubahNya menjadi Pancaroba. Maka CVAC-tanpa pembentukan Negara Dunia dengan dasar SERTIFIKAT NEGARA DUNIA selaku pemilik Asset-Income-Personal Organization yang meliputi Orijinal Hukum Absolute, jelas akan kemana arahNya seperti di atas ketinggian 600 KM dari permukaan bumi. SAYA sangat menghargai siapapun mahluk di bumi ini apalagi CVAC.

This is currently a fast moving fact. SWISSINDO's DOing hence God has made this into a Transition. Thus CVAC-without the shaping of World Countries based on WORLD COUNTRIES CERTIFICATE as owner of Asset-Income-Personal Organization which includes the Original Laws on Absolute, the direction is obvious as from the height of 600km from the surface of Earth. I AM very grateful to any being on this earth, what more CVAC.


Can they abolish taxation? Why is there a global Crisis? Why does the World Bank not own its currencies? Can each regime substitute its own currencies?

Jawaban PEMBAYARAN 1-11 dan Tantangan Dunia DECLARATION OF TRANSACTION, Swissindo World Trust International Orbit, tidak terbantahkan oleh siapapun dia!

The answer is PAYMENTS 1-11 and the World Challenge DECLARATION OF TRANSACTION, Swissindo World Trust International Orbit, this is not subject to complaint no matter whoever it is!

Kutub Utara-Kutub Selatan, sejarah lahirnya negara-negara di dunia dan pergiliran perjanjian jaman antara Tuhan YME-TuanNya.

The North Pole-South Pole, the history of the birth of the world's countries and the alternation of the agreement of the era between God the Almighty-The Master.

Saya baru mendengar jika Heater menolak promosi untuk The Greatest Queen of The Kingdom Linggacala of Africa Continent. Apapun yang dilakukan SWISSINDO adalah terbuka, sangat jelas dan transparan dan VIDEO VALID bukti forensic dunia di sampaikan kepada publik bagian dari hukum mutlak yang tak terbantahkan oleh siapapun.
I've heard that Heather has refused the promotion to be The Greatest Queen of The Kingdom Linggacala of Africa’s Continent. Whatever is done by SWISSINDO is open, very clear and transparent and the VALID VIDEO as the world forensic evidence to pass on to the public of absolute undeniable law by anyone.

Mengapa WORLD BANK, UBS A.G. BANK INDONESIA, dan UNITED NATIONS terdiam ketika hal ini di ungkapkan oleh SWISSINDO? Tak perlu dipertanyakan atau di jawab, sebab apa yang dilakukan sejak 25 Desember 2009 sesungguhNya mencengangkan Dunia.

Why Is The WORLD BANK, UBS A.G. BANK of INDONESIA, and the UNITED NATIONS went silent when the matter was raised by SWISSINDO? No need to question or answer, because what is done since 25th of December 2009 indeed has astounded the World.

Apakah terpikirkan bahwa system pengamanan perlindungan owner selaku pemegang dan pemilik Amanat Tunggal dari kejahatan Dinding Digital (Fortress) adalah manual system untuk seluruh cover system elektronik?

Is it unthinkable that the system of safeguards for protection as the holder and owner of the single-Mandate from the mischief of the Digital Walls (Fortress) is a manual system for the entire electronic cover system?

Pendirian Kerajaan Langit Bumi " NEO THE UNITED KINGDOM OF GOD SKY EARTH" adalah berdasar Kewahyuan Tuhan YME, dan dipancarluaskan kepada "THE KINGDOM LINGGACALA OF 5 CONTINENT" adalah tujuan Tuhan Menciptakan Sejarah Dunia melalui para pelakuNya selaku pembawa dan Penjamin Jaminan Cetak Mata Uang Standar Sah Bayar Dunia melalui Pembayaran 1-111 untuk melaksanakan Program:

God Sky Earth's decisions "NEO THE UNITED KINGDOM OF GOD SKY EARTH" are based on God's revelation and spread through to "THE KINGDOM LINGGACALA OF 5 CONTINENT" with the reason so God can create World History through his messengers and Guarantors of Legal Standard Currencies to pay the World through Payments 1-111 to execute Programs:

GLOBAL HUMAN OBLIGATION.

GLOBAL MASTERKEY PLAN MELIPUTI 5 BENUA (253 NEGARA).

MP3EI-INDONESIA MASTER PLAN.

Perlu di ketahui seluruh asset dan SWISSINDO BANGKER’S ASSOCIATION-

Keep in mind that all assets and SISSINDO BANKER"S ASSOCIATION SBA includes the 77 chakra 55 primary 23 countries, all secret bankers in Indonesia. The bank warehouses are no different to the shop windows of Black Berries around every corner of the road. If the Global crises are due to the lack of Physical Currencies which holds the SOUL-EMOTIONAL BODY-PHYSICAL with the 6 guardian angels. That is the Currencies as the World’s Life Force, which can create world wars from the Asia-Pacific if SWISSINDO did no Doing and all Banking Staff/Leaders forgot from where….where they are now….where they are going….Without Payments 1-11.

Siapakah yang bisa menbayar utang-utang negara di dunia?

Who will be able to pay all the debts in the world?

DENGAN APA?
With what?

DENGAN CARA APA?
With what ways?

Untuk mengatasi kekurangan Fisik Mata Uang?

To overcome the lack of Physical Currencies?

Jelas kembali kepada pemilik corporate & institutions UN-SWISSINDO Collateral Dunia!

Obviously this comes back to the corporate owner and institutions of World Collateral of UN-SWISSINDO!

Pertanyaan itulah JAWABANYA.

The question itself is the ANSWER.

EXHIBITS AB

Swissindo Banker’s Association-SBA
Saya, SWISSINDO, NEO THE UNITED KINGDOM OF GOD SKY EARTH tidak pernah menghasut CVAC diluar misi ini, dan Saya welcome kepada siapapun, mahluk di seluruh alam semesta di atas dan di dalam perut Bumi.

I, SWISSINDO, NEO THE UNITED KINGDOM OF GOD SKY EARTH have never instigated or incited CVAC from outside this mission, and I welcome anyone, any being in this whole universe on the surface, and within the centre of Earth.

PERLU, di ingat program ini adalah pertama kali di dunia sebagai jawaban atas doa NABI SULAIMAN! Jawaban mengapa di ciptakan ADAM dan HAWA atas pertanyaan MALAIKAT, JIN DAN IBLIS sebelum Tuhan YME, menciptakanNya.

Saya akan mengundang saudara selaku para utusan Tuhan YME, pada acara Penobatan Agung, sebagai penandatanganan Penunjukan para pihak yang berhak dan atas jasaNya dan peran sertaNya selama ini sebagai MOMENTUM DUNIA TRAH PERJANJIAN PERADABAN DUNIA BARU pada acara Treaty Event Dynasty Neo Mercusuar Dunia unruk perwakilan 5 delegasi Kerajaan Linggacala Benua di Indonesia-Cirebon-Aston dan untuk 253 negara di Four Season Bali.

IT HAS TO be remembered that this program is one of the first in the world as the answer of the prayers of Prophet SOLOMON! Answers why ADAM and EVE come above the questions on ANGELS, GENIES AND DEVILS before God created them.

I will invite you as one of God's Messenger, during the Treaty Event, as a signatory to show the right associate and out of His Goodness all this while as the WORLD MOMENTUM NEW WORLD CIVILIZATION TREATATT during the Treaty Event DYnasty Neo World Lighthouse to represent the 5 Government Continent Delegation in Indonesia-Cirebon-Aston for 253 Countries in Four Season Bali.

Selama ini Saya hanya kontak OPPT kepada saudara, Heater (via email), Paula Humphrey (tелефone 2x), Desmond, Deryl Z (Email). Any Forres (Designer Uniform Kerajaan) Tелефone 2x dan via Email.

All this time, I have discussed OPPT with you, Heather (through email), Paula Humphrey (through the telephone 2x), Desmond, Deryl Z (Email), Ani Forest (Government Uniform Designer through the phone and emails).

Karena Saya menganggap CVAC-1 Bagian dari kesatuan 1 Misi Tuhan YME,
This is because I see CVAC-1 part of the unity of this 1 Mission of God, on this Planet.

If the designation of The Greatest Queen of the Kingdom Linggacala of African Continent, have been clearly rejected by Heather Ann Tucci-Jarraf, this shows the creature who knows is not Willing but it is God’s will, I will honour and transfer this to MISS WORLD UNIVERSE so as to make the designations of United Nations Delegations more fair/ who has the right to becomes the greatest Queen of the Kingdom Linggacala of African Continent (Please confirm this matter immediately, I will wait for her answer).

Sesungguhnyalah penunjukan perwakilan-perwakilan sebagai wujud Kontrak Hidup antara Engkau, Alam Semesta dan TuhanMu.

Truly the performance coming together of the members shows the existence of Life Contracts between you, the universe and God.
Dear Heather

How wonderful it was to speak with you today, really enjoy hearing your voice and positivity.

Please find attached a flow chart put together by Mr Sino's personal assistant, Mr Apriyanto.
It is a lay out of the delegations. It is not heirarchical, it is lateral.

Also, please find attached SwissIndo Exhibits AB, with a list of funding that has been allocated to each country. You will find more about this in the links below to the CVAC vids I have made and voiced.

I have only a few days ago received footage from Sino of the contents of the gold and money vaults... Quite a sight I must say.... Sino has ordered me to release this once I have edited it up into a usable clip. Will send that through to you.

Appart from the info, again, we will be travelling to Indonesia, potentially before the end of the month. Money will be provided for expenses, and you will be flying first class. We arrive in Jakarta, then on to Ciribon, then to Bali. It is supposed to be an amazing affair, as they are building a special ceremonial building just for the occasion. It would just be more complete if you came.
Let me know which airport you fly out of. I will get Apriyanto to add you to the list and allocate you the $6000 which you will recieve prior to leaving to make sure you look good and that you have all you need to travel.
Lets speak soon
Much Love always
Mebx

http://freedomcentral.info/SINGLE_ORDER_OF_TRUSTEES.pdf


CVAC G20 Clip

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=62mkUaXVOZg
(this was a counter psy ops clip we created to try to force the G20 to talk about CVACs)

CVAC Indonesia – English narrative

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pnHaOwzSZq0

CVAC Indonesia – Indonesian narrative

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z8vCaKjlxo
CVAC Egypt – English narrative

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tU6fvQlkqiU

CVAC Egypt – (no narrative)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LgcM3u6SP3U
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